The Bible in English -banned, then burned alongside William Tyndale, its translator, in 1536 -one of several occasions
The Koran
Boccaccio's Decameron

The Complete works of Erasmus and Calvin
Galileo's Diologue on the Two Great World Systems
Milton's Aereopagitica -condemned for its advocacy of free expression and criticism of a 'sheltered virtue'
All of Frances Bacon
Moliere's Tartuffe Montaigne, Spinoza, Defoe, Locke, Diderot, Pascal, Tom Paine's The Rights of Man, Laurence Stern, Heine, Blazac, Dumas, Sand, Flaubert, D'Annunzio, Rousseau, Baudelaire, Darwin, Joyce, Babel, Mandelshtam, Akhmatova, Marx, Freud, Einstein, Ibsen, Bernard Shaw, Rilke, Hemingway, and more recently, Naguib Mafouz, Salman Rushdie, Hanif Kureishi. Philip Roth, Gurpreet Bhatti … and I haven't even begun on the unknowns who languish in the jails of countries where freedom of expression is unknown, though famine and war are.
Taken together these books make up the backbone of our culture, let alone the democracy we know, the freedoms and rights we cherish; taken together they have probably made us not only wiser, but more generous to the eccentricities of others. They have also shaped our inner lives, our very individualities. They have increased our understanding, and in that way, of course, helped social cohesion.
Lastly, hey, this is hardly to be derided given the general misery of the world -they have given PLEASURE. Some of them have even produced that most subversive of acts: laughter. Hitler's henchmen, you'll remember began banning that -as some would like to do now -very early in the Nazi regime.
Offence, I contend, is a facile emotion. I feel offended by something every time I read the papers or turn on the radio or walk down the street. But to outlaw expression on the grounds of its causing offence would be to give way to those who are jealous of their authority; who want to protect their supposed purity, a sanctity that is most often about power -which they want to make untouchable.
Religions both historically and today have been notoriously eager to do this: the bottom line is they want to control our thoughts, make sure we adhere to their particular system of belief, and by doing so, protect the power of their institutions and priests, or rabbis, or mullahs.
I would contend that in a plural, rather than homogeneous world, offence is inevitable: traditions, habits of mind and belief, rub up against each other. Legitimate criticism is taken as offence. The offence may or may not be justified. But the best weapon against it, surely, is to counter it in language.
As the great French classicist Pierre Vidal Nacquet, who lost both parents to the gas chambers, said when faced by the visceral offence of holocaust deniers: 'Confronted by an actual Eichmann, one had to resort to armed struggle. Confronted by a paper Eichmann, I fight him on paper.' Argument confronts the feeling of being offended; not public or self-censorship which hardens it by repression. Eventually that can erupt in the far more dangerous action; in actual harm.
Without offence we have no argument, a necessary part of life and society. Even God, you'll remember, from time to time has needed that greatest of blasphemers, the Devil… Introducing laws which criminalize 'offensiveness' towards a group, even a minority or oppressed group, is to begin to tread the slippery slope towards an authoritarian society, which wants to control first our words, then our thoughts. Many blacks in America, who began by wanting to outlaw what's called hate speech, have recognized that repressiveness tends to spread and ends up by outlawing what you yourself may want to say. Muslims, here, have begun to recognize this, too. To put a stop on so-called offensive speech means you can't criticize what may be abuses of power or disagreements within your own faith or community. To criminalize offence is to induce the silence behind which crimes proliferate.
We need to recognize that Criminal law should be about harm or threat: In fact we already have many such laws, whatever their state of enforcement. Parliament woke up to this after PEN and a number of other groups protested against its attempt to introduce far too broadly-based legislation on criminalizing religious hatred. Now, thanks to our protest, that Bill sensibly contains the first declaratory Protection of Free Expression in British History, often called the PEN clause for the Protection of Free Expression. I'm proud of that.
Leading legal thinkers, such as Helena Kennedy, Stephen Sedley and Anthony Lester, the latter of whom were instrumental in bringing the human rights act to Britain, will tell you that our freedom of speech is already hemmed round by regulations governing contempt, libel, confidentiality, sexuality, and much else. The criminal law should concern itself with harm or threat, not offence to sensibilities. After all, if hurt feelings were a crime, we'd have to outlaw marriage, let alone love.
And while freedom of religion is one of the group rights the human rights act enshrines, religion itself cannot be free from criticism or rigorous scrutiny. Religions, after all, have historically been perpetrators of abuse of all kinds. Recently you'll have been alert to the cases of priests abusing children over long periods or exorcising them until death intervenes. Women, in particular, have suffered the brunt of many religion's exemplary unkindness, as have members of other religions. To offend a religion is sometimes merely to speak from the standpoint of another faith.
We also live in times when words or images travel at the speed of a click into contexts at which they were not aimed and into regimes where they can be manipulated to stir up mobs, and hatred between East and West. This happened in the case of Rushdie's epic comedy The Satanic Verses, and more recently in the socalled Cartoon Wars. Those of us who use words or images know they are slippery and open to interpretation.
To kow tow to the pressure or instrumentalization of distant authoritarian and religious states, or to local unelected religious lobbies, well financed from abroad, and curtail our speech would be madness. Civility may be a virtue; but if Freedom of Expression doesn't include the licence to offend, indeed to blaspheme, it is not free.
Let me quote, in closing, a writer who has offended, has indeed found himself accused of crimes against his country, Turkey's honour, by using the contested word 'genocide' in relation to Armenians: Orhan Pamuk 'Respect for the rights of religious or ethnic minorities should never be an excuse to violate freedom of speech. We writers should never hesitate on this matter, however 'provocative' the pretext. Some of us have a better understanding of the West, some of us have more affection for those who live in the East, and some, like me, try to keep our hearts open to both sides of this slightly artificial divide. But our natural attachments and our desire to understand those unlike us should never stand in the way of our respect for human rights.' I contend that Free Expression must include the Licence to Offend, since without it in our difficult times, there would be hardly any expression worth the saying at all.
Closing:
Nobel prize winner Amartya Sen has noted that not only are countries where free speech does not exist characterized by famine and exploitative dictatorships since their rulers can not be brought to task except with guns; but also that this movement towards group identities based on religion (which takes offence) is after all one of our many identities: I may offend a Muslim traditionalist by my clothes, but we may have an identity based on our opposition to the Iraq war; or the tax structure; We are creatures of many identities, that very plurality is a plus in our societies. Rather than insist on group sensitivity to offence, we would be better placed to think about these common interests and leave Free Expression free to offend power. It's our best weapon against Power abuses.
Let me read you the Protection of Free Expression Clause which many of us grouped together to bring into being.
Racial and Religious Hatred Act CLAUSE 29 PROTECTION OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
Nothing in this part shall be read or given effect in a way which prohibits or restricts discussion, criticism, or expression of antipathy, dislike, ridicule, insult or abuse of particultar religions, or the beliefs or practices of their adherents, or of any other belief system or the beliefs or practices of its adherents…
The best way to protect immigrants, foreigners, vulnerable people of minority groups or religions from offence is not to invoke laws which bring the full weight of the police into operation -unless there is threat of violence -but to guarantee the protection of free expression which allows all of us to defend them from slurs and indignities, and to treat them as full and dignified citizens.
